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The notion of shape fibration was introduced by MardeG and Rushing. In this paper we use 
‘fibrsnt space’ techniques in strong shape theory to prove that every shape fibration p: E + B of 
compact metric spaces is contained in a map of fibrant spaces p’ : E’ -E B’ which enjoys a certain 
lifting property and whose homotopy properties reflect the strong shape properties of the map 
p. Sandard methods for studying Hurewicz fibrations are readily applied to the ma:, p’ and in 
this way we obtain a number of strong shape generalizations of results of Mar&S% and Rushing. 
We, a&o prove the f@lowing theorem which answers a question of Rushing: A shape @ration 
of compact metric spaces which i,r a strwtg shape equivarknce is an hereditary shape tquivalence, 
Since the converse was known, this gives a characterization of hereditary shape equivalences. 
0. IntrodhM!tfon 
The notion of a shape fibration between compact metric spaces was introduced 
by MardeM and Rushing in [13]. In this paper, we show how to apply methods 
of ‘fibrant reflection’, as developed by the author in [2,3] to study tte strong shape 
properties of a shape fibration, Essentially, the idea is to acsociate with 2. shape 
fihration p: E + B of metnic campacta an intimately related map of fibrant spaces 
P’ : E’ + B’ which extends p and has a certain form of the homotopy lifting property. 
using ahe same techniques use to study Hurewicz fibrations, 
map p. We apply this tesnniqw to ize some results of MardeSik and Rushing 
ral nature which 
cans metrizable space. 
ed from a number of apparently independent 
ver, all of these approaches give the same 
trong shape category of compact metric spaces% sSh( %#). 
describe the appro developed by the author which 
omotopy category h into hSs, the homotopy category 
I .l. Let CA”, A ) be 8 closed pair of 3, paces (i.e., A is closed in X). A is 
ation retract (SSSllkjb 0% X if there exists an absolute 
&wed cr :X 44 su :h that the following condition 
borhoods (U, V:I cJf (ax, aA) in M there exists a 
such that Ho = a, in1 I-f C_ W and im PII G K 
The closure of the space, graph :x -sin(l/x)), is an SSDR of 
at every space can be embedded as a closed 
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for evet y closed embedding of X ir$ an 
, if A is an SSDR of X, then the inclusion map A M X 
ill be referred to as an 
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Proofs of Propositions a.4 and 1.5 may be found in [%, 31. (5. 
of results of [%9], Theorem 8 and its proof]. (d.5) should be co 
XV, Lemma 7.3 and CorslPary 7.6]. 
Definition 1.6. A space Z is called jibrant if the followin 
every SSDR-map i: A +x and map J”‘: A -) 2, there exists a 
that f*i = f. 
le 1.7. Every BNR is fibrant and so is tke inverse limit elf ;aq PJW~P of 
64NR’s bonded by fibrations. (This follows easily from Propositio 
every compact metric topological group is fibrant [ 15, Theorem 5 
Example 1.2 is not fibrant x 
ition %.5(C) it follows t 1.6 is 
omotopy relative to .A. w %.5(i), evcyy 
closed pair has the hamotopy extension property with respect o the class of fibrant 
spaces, we infer thM every SS induces a bijectisn of 4WJY 
classes of maps [X, Z] = [A, Z] for e-rery fibrant space Z. 
1.11. The fibrant extension of a compctamm ay not be campact, In [2] 
a contittuum 1131’ is a pointe&FANR if and only if one (and hence 
fibrant extensicdns is an AM.. Thus if X is ‘strclnge’, i.e., does not 
of a fkine CW-co kx, then its fibrant extension cannot hav:: finite 
cannot be ccampac 
whose objects are fibrant spaws, We 
ing for each compa+m X a fibrant 
nd the axiom of choice) and for each hamottlpy 
unique homotopy clati making the 
( ). We call F an h r+xxw. Swh functors can also be defined in 
t nted homotopy. 
P. it”rr!i~tt rault of 133 is the folllowing theorenl which relates h9-reflectors to 
the stsong shape category. 
m Lf2. Let F:h be an h&vf!ectw. 
t dmotdt the strong shape category of compacta as de,fined in either 
*:hWJ4+sSh( denote the cane !ical functop. I7wn F factors 
whew I;;” : sSh ) -+ h9 k a f kail er g, bedding. 
te he furl subcategory of h%& whose objects are closed subsets 
of &a Hi&e IP cube Q and Jet hE: h%‘-) denote the cmonical functw to t’ ,+ 
~o~otopy category of Quigley 1. Then Flhl& = FhE wkre P is a full 
ucing fibrant extensions of cumpacta 
iis c~nstru~~Qn is described below. 
1 the: topology inherited from the C-0 top 
topology is smetrizabk - it is the same 8s the 
compacta.) There is a canonical em 
with the set of constant functions in 
D: 1x1 x [O, 00) 3 1x1 defined by the formula 
n (p*? (Note 
u&form conver 
with which we i~~~t~fy 
for 0 E 1x1, A, t E [0, QU), which has the ~~ollowing properties’ 
(i) Do= id; 
6) DA(X) =x forxEX, hE[O,aO); 
(iii) L&E?: = Dmax(h,hf~ for A, AI’ E [O, a); 
(iv) for every neighborhood 0 of X in 1x1 there exists N a 0 such that im DA c U 
forhaN. 
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) above show that X is an SSDR of 1 
1x1 is fibrant consider any map f: A'-, 1x1 where A’ is an SSDR of 1~4. Then the 
problem of extending f over A is equivalent to that oi extending the associated 
map !:A’ x [Cl, a~) -) Q in such a way that A x [In, n + I] is mapped into XP, for ri 3 0. 
This is possible by Proposition 1.4 (i) e (ii). 
Remark 1.16. Condition (iii) above can be used to prove tihe following result. Let 
K cd 1x1 be compact. Then Z = D(K X [O, 00)) v X G I I is compact 2~4 ef ornrl3 
Z over itself ‘towards’ X in the sense that for every neighborhoo Lr of X ill .fZ 
there is an N MI such that .D(Z x [IV, a~)) s IX. Thus .X L’ K c 27 where ;“I’ is m 
SSDR of 2 and Z is compact. 
2. ap pairs 
We find it convenient to make use of some notions related to the category of 
maps. In this section we develop notation and prove a few results of a general 
nature concerning maps having a certain form of the homotopy lifting property. 
Retail from Spanier [ 1 , p. %14], that there is a category whose objects are maps 
#J :X -3, Y and whose morphisms a : q% =+ 4’ (called FTUJ~ pairs) are commutative 
squares 
.b@,) for t E I). If # G 4’ and 7 satisfies 
o # and write Q: /SO *&rel 4. 
let a = ff, f): i +g be a map pair. A 
= Fi and p= PF, Le., the following 
ap p is a fibrat aa if and only if the identity map 
s kc4 the case of fiba ions one can show tjfiat if fl: p + p’ 
LB,i.e.,if(Y=(bS~):(~XOL,Xxf)-,p 
then there exists a lifting @ for /3a 
) Proposition 13). * 
With J%?Sp@Gt t0 the GhSS 
t?len p has the 
where E, B are fibrant, A is Q~LII SSBR 0% X, a = (f, $), and where 0 = (r, 
the HLP. By Definition 1.6 and Remark 1.8 th s a map f*:X+E exte 
f and trl homotopy H: pp -f rel .A. Since @ has th lar HLP, there is a I 
K:X xjl+E’sell A SU& that fiO = #+ and p’pi = The3 111 is a lifting for &2. 
For the remainder of this section 5ve devote our attention to the followin 
situ&on, We asurne there are given maps g: E’ + B and p’ : E’ -+ B with p c p’, 
and a map pair ~3 = (p, 7) : p’ + p’ such that 
/3 has the XLP. (2.4 
fi = l,vrel p (2.5) 
(i.e., there is a homotopy F = 1 B4el B which is covered by a hon~otopy r L= i Elrei E j. 
We will see that thch map p’ possesses a number of the properties belonging to 
a fibration. 
Leafs 2.6, Let .f: X + ET’ satisfy p’f(X) s .B. Then therCT is a verticd homotopy 
H: += f ret f-?E (H ‘vertical’ means pW is stationary). In particular, the 
takes place in p’-lp’f (X). 
oaf. This follows immediately from (2.5). 
PrspeI~an 2.7. Let b E B and e E E A F’, where F’ is the fiber oj p’ over 6. Let 
(X, A, x0) be a pointed pair and assume that x0 is a strong deformation retract of 
Then p’ induces a bijection 





frpr x E X9 a E I, Sirw j is an SDR-map, [7, XV, Corollary 7.6], we have again by 
mm% 2.3 an8 (24 a homotopy I% X x I + E’ such that 
p’l) = WI and R extends *. (2.9) 
?H(Axl)=i+(b)z=b, so (2.8) and (2.9) imply that tj’:(X,A,n&Z-, 
r I?‘, F’, d is a homotopy from rgO to rgl. By Lemma 2.6, [go] = [rgol and [gl] = [rgl]. 
TIws [go] = [gJ, and hence p; is one to one. 
2.W. Let b GS B and e E E n F’ be as in the statement of~psitim 2,7. 
duces a bijection 
~~~seq~~*ntl~~ there is a long exuct sequence 
’ and ? is the composite 
= (f-9 F), there exists 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Tb~omm %I. Associated I%, every shape fibrstion p: E + B sf compacta are maps 
‘p’ :E’ *BP, PI” : E” + BH with p E p” E p’ such that ,the following madikmrs are 
mtis@d : 
(i) Ii?‘, E”, BP, B” are fibrant spaces and for every & E B, the fiber FL = p’- 1 (b) 
iilr: a fibrant spuce; 
(ii) the inch&m map patr ‘y: p “S p’ has the LP with respect to the class of 
SSDR-kaps ; 
(iii) there is a map pair 6 = (r, P) : p’ 3 p’ such that 
@=y/Z?’ (wherep’:p’-rp”) and @=lP~relp; 
(iv) them is an %afinite deformation’ map pair 
S = (D, D) : p’ x 1~0,~~ + p’rel p 
where 
R: E’ x [@, a) + E’ rel E, IJ:B’x[O,W)-+B’relB 
satisfy the conditiom (i)-(iv) of (1.15) (with E’, E (rmp. I?‘, 43) in place qf 1x1, X). 
is tkorem fet us obtain same of its consequences regarding 
ry tif shape fibrations. 
d (iv) the spaces E’, B’, FL of Theorem 3.1 are 
r~$pective~~ (see Definition 1.8) 
of p : E -+ 
, 
is the nth approaching homotopy group (set, if n =O) sb X in the ~n$e 
[ 16]. Hence the following result is a consequence of TheoremGU~and 
33. Let p: E + B be a shape fibration of compacta ipB the Hitbert cube. 
B, e E p L ’ (b ) = F there is a long exact sequence 
t X be my compacturn and X’ a fibrant extension of X. Denoie by 
) the full subcategory of the fundamental groupoid of X’ whose objects are 
of X, By Remark 1.8, &h(X) is independent (up to an bomorphism) of 
extension X’. :r[f X 1~ Q, the HiIbert cube, a morphism dram x0 to xi in PS&X) 
!ed by an approacihing map o: I x [U, a) + Q such that ~(0, II*) =x1, 
O( ‘I, I) = $0 for I E [O, a~) and 1 approaches X under O. * 
3.4. Let p: E + B be a shape fibration of compactt% There is a functoa 
) inr~ the strong shape category which assigns to b E B the fiber p-‘(b). 
In particular, the fibers of p over e&h component of P&b(B) have the same shape. 
. This follows from T’bcnrem 3.1, Proposition 2.11 and Theorem 1.12. 
<he fr,llowir:lg result has also been proved by Husch using different means [10, 
‘Theorem 11 j. 
&e 3.5. Let p: E -+ B be a shape fibratiorr of compact connected pointed- 
I;iWR 3. T&era the fibers of p are pointedZANR’s. 
PrwA By [2, Theorem 4.91 the spaces E’, I?’ of Theorem 3.1 are connected ANR’s. 
Thus 9$&B) is connected and by Proposition 3.4 all the fibers .of p are (strong) 
shape eqkvalent. 
’ is I(ocalIy contractible there is a neighborhood 0 ~frf b in 41’ 
uch that D@‘, 0) = b’ and D(b’, 1) = b 
g (ii) and (iiii of Theorem 3.1 and Rem 
: Wxd-,E’relF~ such 
Ali!* co&q 1 aape j@whhs &imiM?vng &up 23 
lawn Tbmxem 3,% (iii) we infer that dj = f~& NOW tlrre closed pair (U, FL) has 
the homotopy extension property with respect to the fibrant space FL (see Proposi- 
t&&5(i) and DeMtion 1.6). Thus d is homotopic to a re’craction of U onto FL. 
‘I%us Fb is I neEi&Balrho~~ mtmctiof I? and hence is an ANR. Since p-‘(b) is an 
SSDR of FL p-‘(b) is a pointed-FANR. 
cosrdtlary 3.6. Get p: E -+I? satisfy the conditions of lhposition 3.5. Then for any 
b E B and e E p-‘(b) = F there exists a long exact sequence 
Pm& Let (X’, X, x) denote any one of the triples (E’, E, e), B’, B, 6) or 
(Fit, p-‘(b), e). Since X is an SSDR of X’ the inclusion map X - X’ is a pointed 
shape equivalence. As we saw in the preceding proof X’ is an ANR. I-Ience, for 
any pointed space (2, z) there are natural bijections 
[(Z z), (X'x)l==ShUZ z), (X’, x)) = Sh((Z, 2 j, (X, xf). 
In particular, n, (X’, x) = 8, (X, x) for n a 0. The result follows now from (3.2) and 
Proposition 3.3. 
We also have the following result which is a corollary to the proof of 
Proposition 3.5 II 
P~ogos~ti~n 3.7. Let p: E + B be a shape fibration of compacta where B is art FAR. 
l%en for every b E B, the inclusion map p-l(b) - E is a strong shape equivalence. 
Proof. Since B is an FAR, B’ is an AR. Then, in the proof oP Proposition 3.5 one 
can take 0 = B’, U = E’ and conclude that the inclusion Fi * E’ is a homotopy 
equiva*:ence. 
Remark 3.8. Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 generalize two results of Coram 
and Duvall [s], Corollaries 2.5 and 3.53, Proposition 3.7 is an apparent strengthening 
of a result of Mardegic and Rushing [ 14, Theorem 11. 
?b eomm 3.8. Let p: E + B be a shape fibration of compacta which is a strong shape 
/, luivalence. l%en p is an hereditary shape equivalerxe. d
Let p’ : I?‘-+ B’ be as in Theorem 3. I, so that E’, B’ are fibrant extensions 
of E, B and p’ extends p. Since p is a strong shape equivalence we have by Theorem 
’ is a homotopy equivalence. Let 9” : B’+ I? be a homotopy inverse of 
‘S’ ‘u Is* $cE: iI b0 otopy. Then by (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 there 
hat s ==: s’ and p’s = r. Since FIB is the inclusion al9 we 
’ rel E be the infinite deformation of CGMn 3*l(iv)r Note 
,lb : ” . 
FL for 84 b E B, A E [o, a). . @*lI). , * c *-* “‘;” , :_*I;, I ( 
= Db(B) x [0, ac.r))uE G Eb and for ewh compctwn A S.39 let 2’ =A 
-‘(A). Then by (3.10), (3.11j and Remark 1.16 it fotiows that 
ompwt, s(A)up-‘(A)sZA and p-‘(A) is an’SSIR of 2”. 
(3.12) 
n there ia 8 commutative diqpam 
situatian is depicted in Pig. 1 below. 
(3.13) 
Jo is lt sbpe egub~ence it sr&kes to show that pA is 8 sbpe equivalence for each 
compactum -A G B. Let k,~,,: & G p’-‘(A) denote the: inclusion map, 
, .+ 
w kA = k,,gA,pA fb~ ar~rt:!~~ GO##JXiGtUm A s a. 
g&f; it $&.’ ces to’cor&ider the case k = p3 and trove that kB is fiber hornstopic 
to RBsetp8. Consider the folfIowing commutative diagram 
Since /B and p are strmg &ape equivalences soare sB and pB. In particular, since * I 
se is an embedding we have that $3 is an SSDR-map [8, Theorem 6.21. Hence by 
Proposition l,S(ii) we have 
(ZY x f) v (s(B) x I) is an SSDR cdf ZD x I. 
Define a map 4 : (Za x f) u (s(B) x 1) + E by the formula 
(a. 14) 
and a map 6: 2~ -4 I+ IT by the formula 
It is readily checked that 4 is well defined and that 6 extends p’#. Thus by (3.14) 
and ~nditions (ii), (iii) of Theorem 3.1 there is a map $: ZB x I --) E’ such that 
t&z, 0) == r(z), ,- 4&z, 1)= Prpow, 
p*$(z, t) = j;lidz) =p&) 
for all z c ;71;p, t E I, Thus 4 is a fiber homotopy from rlZB to rspB. By Lemma 2.6 
ami Theorem 3J(iii) we conclude that there is also a fiber homotopy from the 
ap.&CE’toJ ‘. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Now kA is a shape q~~v~~enc~ for each compactum 
3.9 and coru pro&k answers to a quistim 
shown that tiy hemditauy shape: 
fibration, Cumbined reawlts of Kbzbvski 
18.4.39 and Dydak and Se@ @, Theorem 6S]‘a#mw that 
Zence between compacta isa strang shape equivalent. 
3.19. kt 8’: E + B be Q diap+~ fibration where E, B are compact subsets of 
Q and E is a Z-set in Q. Then there exists a map p* : Q * Q extending 
p and nets of compact ANR’s: 
iy such tirat the following conditions hold: 
induces a sequence of maps pn : E,, + B,, 
the fzbers ofp, are ANR’s, n ~0, 
(iii) for ea& n 0 there is an m * n such that th in&&n map pair pm s p,, has 
rk HLP‘ 
: (2 + (2 extend p and let (EiA (St,) lx nets of comparcct ANR*s 
Such that p*“(EL) E B% fc3r each ct. .As9ma stAst each 
d ba%fs in I?. Define i: Q + Q x Q by i(q) == (q9 p**(q)) 
E’ = IEI, I?’ = (o E Qro*=‘)l~[n, 09) s E,g(,), n a 0}, 
if?’ = ISI, B”=(o E Qrobm)lw[n, clo) g&+), n Ml). 
Let j: .U + E”, 5 i&a-SC Bf  denote the canonical embeddings and let i : I?’ =+ E’, T: W -f 
B’ den\Dte the inclusion maps. Define p’ : E’ + W by the formula 
and let p”: E’+ B” be the induced map. Then there is a commutative diagram 
We let y = (i, r): p” G p’ and we regard (j, f) as an inclusion ma.p pair, p c p”. 
LetbEB.Then 
and hence is tibrant by Lemma 3M(ii) and 1.13. Thus condition (i) of Theorem 
3.1 is satisfied, 
Define m$ps D: E’ x [Q, 00) -+E’, ?3’~[O,~)+B’asin(1.15)andoboervethat 
8 = (D, D) : p’ x 1~0~~) + p’ reli p satisfies condition (iv) of Theorem 3. I. 
the: piecewise ar map sending n to &2(nJm Let 
the straight line h topy from 1 to 1 [Q,ooI* Define maps 
and 
Considw the associated map pak & = (f”, f) in thq (diagram bebaw. ,” 
(3.22) 
Again, by the lifting prbperty of the inclusion p9(m~ z pn and Proposition 1. n 5 (ii), 
theti is a map. 
reprwmted b)r the dotted arrow in (3.22), which makes that diagram commutative. 
Define A&X x [U, 00) 3 Q by the formula 
&G 0 = W, 0 
for x EX, t E [n, pt + 1). Then # satisfies (3.19). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. I. 
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